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Effect of the Overload Ratio on Fatigue Growth Behavior in

Ti-6Al-4V

Ouyang Jie, Song Deyu and Yan Minggao

Abstract

This paper studies the effects of different tensile over-

load ratios, r=PoL/PcA, on the fatigue crack growth process

and rate of sheet titanium alloy TC4. It also investigates

the law of the overload retardation effect which changes with

the changes of the overload ratio. After further analyzing

the main factors influencing the overload retardation effect,

we proposed a diagram of the process and mechanism of overload

retardation fatigue crack growth. Moreover, we obtained an

empirical relational formula to calculate the maximum plastic

strain ( 3max ) of the overload crack tip as well as the crack

growth life (ND) lengthened because of the overloading.

I. Preface

Tests and use of aeronautical materials and parts show that

the changes of loading amplitude and variable load sequence

produce complex effects on the process of fatigue crack growth

and that tensile overload can retard the growth rate of fatigue

cracks [1-4]. There are many factors which inflience overload

retardation effects and among them the deciding factor is the

overload ratio, r=PoL/PcA (4-5]. A great deal of work has

shown that during the fatigue crack growth process, the single

or multiple exertions of tensile overload begin to produce

retardation effects when-the overload ratio reaches a certain

threshold value (generally about 1.5); when it increases to 2.0,

the retardation effect noticeably rises; when further increased

to about 2.5, this can cause the crack growth rate to rise

several to several ten fold; when the overload ratio approaches

or reaches 3.0, this can cause the crack to basically stop or



completely stop growth and thus greatly lengthen the crack

growth life. It can be seen that the life predictions of parts

operating under variable load, if we do not take into consider-

ation the overload retardation effect, can obtain conservative

results.

Different mechanisms [4, 6-11] have been proposed for the

causes of overloading producing retardation effects including

crack tip passivation, residual compression stress, crack tip

closure effects and strain strengthening etc. To date, all of

the mathematical models for estimating the overload effects have

been separately proposed [9, 12-15] using one certain mechanism

as the basis. Recently, we proposed a multifactor complex

mechanism caused by the overload plastic strain which takes the

residual pressure stress in front of the crack tip and the

closure stress in back of the crack tip as predominant [2].

The aim of this work is to further reveal the process and

mechanism of the overload's retardation crack growth rate after

studying the effects of the overload ratio on the fatigue crack

growth of TC4 titanium alloy. This more realistically estimates

the overload retardation effects and provides beneficial mat-

erials.

II. Test Process

The tests used TC4 (Ti-6A1-4V) sheet titanium alloy, an

annealing state and the thickness was 2mm. Its main chemical

composition was: 5.94%Al, 4.25%V, 0.11%Fe, C 0.05%Si, and the
2 2rest was Ti; mechanical properties: E=10796kg/mm , Orb=lO 7kg/mm

W =93.6kg/mm2  =9.4%, Kc=372.4kg/mm3 / 2 [16], Kth2 205.4kg/mm 3/ 2

(14].

The test sample is a 300xlOOx2mm central penetration tensile

type. The section which the crack passes through carries out

local polishing.
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The fatigue tests are carried out on a Schenk PC-160M

electrohydraulic servo-fatigue tester. The overload process

was controlled by an SPC-16/40 computer. The test parameters

were: constant load ratio R-160kg/1600kg=0.1, frequency

f=lOHz; single tensile overload, overload ratio r=PoL /P cA=1.3,

1.4, 1.5, 2.0, 2.4, 2.66, 2.8, f=0.03Hz, overload crack length

2a=32mm, etc.

We observed the crack tip and fracture by taking pictures

with a photographic microscope, a micro-interferometer and a

scanning electron microscope. We carried out observation of the

overload crack tip film using a transmission electron microscope

and 200KV and double beam conditions. The film preparation

process was: the test sample with crack tips was cut along the

thickness direction with an electric spark into 20x20x0.l5mm

slices, insulating cement was used to protect the crack tips and

after chemical thinning until the thickness was about 40 micron,

it is again thinned to local perforation on a double spray

electrolytic polisher so that the hole circumferences were about
0

2000A to enable observations.

III. Test Results

3.1 Effects of Overload Ratio on the Fatigue Crack
Growth Rate
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Fig. 1. Effects of overload ratio on the fatigue crack growth
rate.

Key: 1. r=1.0; 2. r=1.4; 3. r=2.0; 4. r-2.4; 5. r=2.66;
6. r=2.8.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the effects of different

overload ratios on fatigue crack growth rate are noticeably

different. In carrying out overloading in a 2a=32mm area, when

r=1.4, we are almost unable to see any effect; when r=2.0,

noticeable retardation effects are produced. Because the re-

tarded and increased cycle number N D Is about 15,000 times,

when r-2.4, N D is about 30,000 times; when r=2.66 (2a=46mm),
N reaches about 150,000 times, and when r=2.8, crack growth is

extremely slow and is close to a halted'state.

3.2 Changes of Crack Tip Zone After Overloads of
Different Ratios
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Fig. 2 (Plate 12) Passivation and deformation of crack tip
after overloads of different ratios.

Key: (a) r=l.0; (b) r=l.5; (c) r=2.0; (d) r=2.4;
(e) r=2.8.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 (see Plate 12) that noticeable

differences exist in the passivation of crack tips after

overloads of different ratios. Under constant loads, crack

tips are very sharp and after overloading 1.5 times, the

changes are relatively small. However, after overloading 2.0

times, the crack tips have noticeable opening and passivation.

After overloading 2.4 times and 2.8 times, the level of tip

opening and passivation successively and noticeably increases.

After overloading with different ratios, the plastic deform-

ation near the crack tip is as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 (see

Plate 12). It can be seen from the figures that the plastic

deformation zone and level near the constant load crack tips

are very small.
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(a) (b) C) (d) (e)

Fig. 3 (Plate 12) Changes of the plastic zone near the crack
tip after overloads of different ratios.

Key: (a) r=l.0; (b) r=l.5; (c) r=2.0; (d) r= 2.4;
(e) r=2.8.

The changes after overloading 1.5 times are also not large yet
"wing shaped? concentrated deformation zones extending towards

the two front sides have already begun to appear. After over-

loading 2.0 times, the "wing shaped" deformation zone clearly

enlarges, the dimensions of the plastic zone correspondingly

increase and the shape gradually becomes round. After over-

loading 2.4 times and 2.8 times, the above changes are even

more evident (among them, after overloading 2.4 times, growth

continues for a distance under constant load and therefore has

effects on the deformation conditions within the overload

plastic zone). From the changes of the density of the inter-

ference fringes in Fig. 3, we can see that following the rise of

the overload ratio there are gradual and noticeable increases in

the deformation level and gradient of the two front sides of the

crack tip. However, the deformation gradient of the tip area

just in front gradually decreases. This corresponds completely

with the deformation conditions near the tip as shown in Fig. 2.

See Fig. 4 for the distribution of the plastic strain of the

sample's thickness direction in the plastic zone just in front

of the crack tip zone after overloads of different ratios. The

figure quantitatively shows the conditions of the above men-

tioned changes.

6
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Fig. 4 Distribution of the plastic strain (9 3) in front of
the crack tip after overloads of different ratios.

Key: (1) r=1.0; (2) r=1.5; (3) r=2.0; (4) r=2.4;
(5) r=2.8.

3.3 Changes of the Dislocation Configuration in the Plastic
Zone in Front of the Crack Tip After Overloads of
Different Ratios

7
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It can be seen from Fig. 5 (see Plate 13) that there are

only a small number of dislocation lines arranged in a scattered

manner in the originally annealed sheets. However, the number

and density of dislocation lines noticeably increases in the

crack tip plastic zone with constant load fatigue (the same as

the tip distance less than 0.3mm) and the local area has a

dislocation network. This indicates that the cyclic hardening

process has already occurred which causes the dislocation to have

relatively noticeable increase. After overloading 1.5 times,
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many block (round) shaped dislocation network structures

appear and their densities are correspondingly raised. After

overloading 2.0 times, the plastic strain near the tip en-

larges and the process of cyclic hardening increases and begins

to form cellular dislocation structures. However, at this

time, the dimensions of the cells are not very large, the cell

walls are relatively thin and many irregularly arranged disloca-

tion lines still exist inside the cell. Yet, after overloading

2.8 times, the cyclic strain and hardening level both notice-

ably enlarge near the tip and thus the dislocation cell

structure is even more complete and distinct. Moreover, the

dimensions of the cell decrease, the thic ness of the wall in-

crease, the dislocation density increases and the dislocation

in the cell noticeably decreases.

3.4 Observations of Crack Closure Phenomena in the
Overload Plastic Zone

I- . .. .. . -; (a %

Fig. 6 Crack closure effects in the overload (r=2.4) plastic

zone. (see next page for Key)
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Fig. 6 Key: (a) Appearance of crack before and after over-
loading; (b) Appearance of plastic zone corresponding
to (a).

It can be seen from Fig. 6 (see Plate 13) that after over-

loading 2.4 times, relatively large plastic deformation and

plastic zone appear in front of the crack tip. When the crack

continues to grow under constant load, the section of crack

near the overload crack tip still maintains a closure state.

At the same time, it can be seen that no noticeable plastic

deformation traces are produced on the two sides of the crack.

After the crack grows a certain distance, its tip gradually

produces, increases and restores plastic deformation under

constant load and the crack closure level also correspondingly

and gradually lowers.

3.5 Changes in the Appearance of Fractures Before and
After Overloads of Different Ratios

The fracture surface records the changing process before and

after overloads of different ratios near the leading edge of the

entire crack inside the test sample. We can see from the

macroscopic views of the fractures shown in Fig. 7 (see Plate 14)

that the fractures growing under constant loads are basically

all plane strain types and there are no shear inclined planes.

When there is overloading, the two sides of the test sample

have, to different degrees, inclined fracture sections. Follow-

ing the rise of the overload ratio or the increase of the over-

load crack length, the growth of the section increases under

overload cycles. Because of the growth and decline of the plane

strain and plane stress sections, the overload growth line grad-

ually changes into a triangle from the forward protruding

circular arc. After overloading, the crack growth then begins

to take precedence from the surface layer. Later, it is then

the internal and intermediate sections until the leading edge

of the crack is gradually restored to the radian under constant

load and forms a "saddle shaped" retardation growth zone. The

10



surface of the fracture is relatively level and smooth. By
measuring the length of the changed appearance of the fracture,
we can obtain decelerated retardation and the crack length of
the entire retarded growth. After overloading 2.4 times, the
measured decelerated growth distance was about 0.25mm which is
about 1/5 of the diameter c, the overload plastic zone.

3MrM
(a,

Fig. 7 (Plate 14) Macroscopic views of fractures.

Key: (a) r=1.0; (b) r-2.0; (c) r=2.4.

Fig. 8 (see next. page)
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Fig. 8 Macroscopic views of fractures before and after over-
loading (2a=60mm, r=2.0).

Key: (a) Before and after surface layer overloading;
(b) When there is internal overloading and after
overloading; (c) Entire appearance of fracture before
and after overloading; (d ) Before internal over-
loading and during overloading.

The macroscopic views of the fractures before and after over-

loading (Fig. 8, see Plate 14) show that the surface layer

cracks before and after overloading are basically the fringe

growth mechanism under plane strain conditions. When there is

overloading, concentrated shearing deformation occurs under

plain stress conditions yet it generally does not initiate

crack growth. When there are internal cracks before and after

overloading and during overloading, then there is growth through-

out under plane strain conditions. Prior to overloading there

is the typical fringe mechanism, during overloading there is

the tough nest mechanism and after overloading there is the

fringeless or precise fringe mechanism similar to the early

period of fatigue.

IV. Discussion

We can see from the above test results that following the

rise of the overload ratio, the overload crack tip gradually

changes from-sharp to coarse and dull and the tensile plastic

strain quantity surrounding the tip and the dimensions of the

plastic zone gradually increase; on the other hand, the dis-

location configuration in the overload plastic zone also

noticeably changes with the rise of the overload ratio and the

dislocation density also correspondingly rises. At the same

time, we can also see from the appearance of the fractures

before and after the overload that following the rise of the

overload ratio, the cracking and deformation of the overload

crack tip also enlarge. Following this, the crack length of

the retarded growth and the resulting increased cycle number

also correspondingly increase. Figure 9 shows the relationship

12



between the maximum strain of the crack tip after overloading,

plastic zone diameter and increased cycle number due to delay

effects and the overload ratio. It can be seen from the figure

that their numerical values, which increase with the overload

ratio, form an index relation rise. At the beginning, the over-

load ratio of the measured retardation effects is about 1.5 but

the critical value which causes the cracking to basically stop

is about 2.8. This law of change is basically identical to the

results we obtained in LY12 sheet aluminum alloy.

It is very clear that the delay effects are more noticeable

following the rise of the overload ratio. The source of this

lies in the differences in the plastic deformation range and

level caused by the different overload ratios near the crack tip.

However, the larger the plastic strain quantity, the larger the

residual compression stress produced for the plastic zone when

the elastic deformation of its surrounding expanded area of

materials is restored; moreover, the larger the dimensions of

the plastic zone, the larger the range of the stress. It is

just this residual compression stress which has a double effect

on later crack growth: it compresses the material and blocks

crack extension in front of the crack tip; but after cracking,

it then presses down the material behind the crack and blocks

the cracks from opening up.

13
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overload ratio (r).

This work shows that when the overload ratio is sufficiently

large, the residual compression stress near the overload crack

tip is quite large. There is not only a noticeable delay in

its growth rate during cracking but also after cracking this

section of cracking is in different levels of closure state for

a long time. In order to differentiate the different relative

positions, different processes and different effects of the

residual compression stress, we separately called them residual

compression stress and closure (opening) stress and primarily

proved that the effects of these two residual stresses greatly

lowered the effective stress strength factor amplitude of the

crack tips which caused a noticeable retardation of the crack

growth rate. However, because of the closure stress of the

crack tip after entering the overload plastic zone, after

instantaneous lowering, there existed a process of first in-

creasing progressively and then decreasing progressively which

14



caused the crack growth rate to have corresponding decelera-

tion retardation and a gradual restoration process (2].

This work further showed that following the rise of the

overload ratio, the transformation process of the dislocation

configuration and density of the overload crack tip is basically

the same as the fatigue hardening process caused by the metallic

material with relatively high fault energy (relatively easy

cross slip) which follows the stress amplitude rises and cycle

number increases [18]. That is, following the rise of the

overload ratio, the hardening level caused by the overload

cycles gradually rises until after overload 2.8 times wherein

clear cellular structures are produced. This shows that it has

already basically reached the saturated cycle hardening level

of this material under relatively high stress range. We can see

from this that the material hardening caused by overload plastic

zone dislocation configuration changes and density rises also

make a certain contribution to overload retardation effects.

Because when there is dislocation movement there is interaction

between the solute atoms, point defects and especially the

dislocation stress field, the advancing resistance increases.

The higher the dislocation density, the larger the resistance.

In order to cause the materials to continue to deform and cause

the cracks to continue to grow, it is necessary to raise the

additional stress so as to cause it to be greater than the

entire internal stress, that is, C' > aj. This causes the

dislocation in the movements to be able to overcome the various

stress fields with different ranges (19].

Therefore, the relatively large plastic strain and strain

zone produced by the overload cycles not only raised the resid-

ual compression stress in front of the crack tip and closure

stress behind the crack tip and lowered the effective stress

strength factor, but, at the same time, the configuration

changes and density increases of the dislocation caused over-

load plastic zone hardening and raised the resisting power

15



against the material continuing to deform and the cracks con-

tinuing to grow. This then results in three major factors of

overload retardation effect. Figure 10 is a schematic diagram

of the process and mechanism of tensile overload retardation

of crack growth.

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of process and mechanism of tensile
overload retardation of crack growth.

Key: (a) Process of crack retardation growth after
overload; (b) Crack growth rate (a-N) curve after
overload; (c) Strain distribution after overload;
(d) Major factors and other acting processes
producing retardation effects.

The figure shows: (a) the changes of the plastic zone after over-

loading and the process of crack retardation effect:

16
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aoL-aB , aB-aD'aOL-ap and aOL-aD are separately the deceleration

stage, recovery stage, overload plastic zone and entire retard-

ation zone growth; (b) the crack growth rate curve after over-

loading: NB, NR, ND* and ND are separately the deceleration

stage, plastic zone, retardation zone and the number of cycles

increased because of retardation; (c) the distribution of the

overload plastic strain ( 3); (d) the major factors producing

retardation effects and their action processes, OR' L and D

are separately the residual compression stress, closure stress

and dislocation density. Among these, the closure stress acts

for a long time in the entire retardation zone and it is the

most important factor (after tightly connected overloading,

except for the small number of cycles spontaneously lowered due

to crack tip passivation effects); the residual compression

stress and overload cycle hardening in front of the crack tip

are then only in the overload plastic zone and mainly act in the

deceleration stage. There are other factors besides these such

as crack tip passivation; when there is overloading, the con-

centrated shearing strain under plane stress conditions is in

contradiction to the low stress strength after overloading and

requires growth under plane strain conditions which causes an

approximately 450 turn of the crack growth direction; the

section of growth under overload is rough and uneven (bene-

ficial in raising the closure stress) etc. All of these factors

possibly contribute, to different degrees, to the retardation

effect.

We can also see from Fig. 9 that the maximum strain in front

of the crack tip, I 3max and the overload plastic zone diameter,

and r are completely identical in their tendency to change

with the overload ratio, that is, E 3maxoCr p. Thus, we can

obtain the following relational formula:

E3max=k r ()

In the formula, k is the geometrically related constant of the

17



materialand test sample, k=(-4)xl0- 3mm-1; rp- A K a )
P= Tw- ya

In this expression, 4 KOL is the overload's stress strength

factor range, d is the stress condition parameter, 1 d < 3.

At the same time, we can see from Fig. 9 that the cycle

number ND which increased because of the retardation effects

changes with overload ratio r and becomes the index relation.

Actually, the source of this is in the changes of the ratio of

the overload plastic zone and dimensions of the constant load

plastic zone,

, ( d' fAKo..
a,.

Therefore, e-a can obtain a simple empirical expression:

ND=Noexp (mr ) (2)

In the formula, NO and m are the geometrically related test

constants of the material and test sample, and r is the overload

ratio. From formula (2) we obtain

lnNo=lnND+mr2

We can see from Fig. 11 that ND and r
2 separately form a linear

relation between the three zones showing that N D has different

growth rates within each zone of r=l.0-2.0, r=2.0.-2.7 and

r=2.7 ~3.0. At the same time, it shows that when the overload

ratio is greater than 1.5, the retardation effect is very small

yet there does not exist the overload threshold value at the

beginning of the production of the retardation effect. When

the overload ratio approaches 3.0, the cracks will stop.

18
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Fig. 11 Relationship of overload increased cycle number ND
and overload ratio r2. Di

V. Conclusions-

1. Overloads with different ratios have different effects

on the fatigue crack growth rate. When the overload ratio is

larger than 1.0 but smaller than 1.5, the retardation effect

is Very small and is generally difficult to measure. When the

overload ratio approaches 3.0, this will cause the cracks to

stop growth.

2. The major factors of tensile overload producing retard-

ation effects are the relatively large residual compression

stress, closure stress and cycle hardening caused by the over-

load plastic zone. Closures stress and residual compression

stress separately prevent crack opening in back of the crack

tip and block crack extension in front of the tip; cycle

hardening raises the resisting power of the material against

continuing deformation as well as the stress strength level

19
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required for the crack to continue growth.

3. We obtained empirical expressions for calculating the

maximum plastic strain ( 9 3max ) of the overload crack tip and

the cycle number (N D ) increased because of the overload

retardation effect.
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